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(54) FLOW INFORMATION ANALYSIS APPARATUS, FLOW INFORMATION ANALYSIS METHOD, 
AND FLOW INFORMATION ANALYSIS PROGRAM

(57) A flow information analysis apparatus (10) re-
ceives flow information containing a header sample, de-
termines whether the header sample of the flow informa-
tion matches any of templates that are based on tunneling
protocols, and when determining that the header sample
matches any of the templates, extract information on a
header of the IP packet from the header sample on the
basis of the matched template. Further, when determin-
ing that the header sample does not match any of the
templates, the flow information analysis apparatus (10)
extracts information on the header of the IP packet from
the header sample on the basis of a result of a search
through the header sample for a byte sequence that
matches search data in which a value that is set in a
specific field of the tunnel header and a value that is set
in a specific field of the IP packet are combined.
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Description

Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a flow informa-
tion analysis apparatus, a flow information analysis meth-
od, and a flow information analysis program.

Background

[0002] In IP networks, attacks represented by a distrib-
uted denial of service (DDoS) attack to networks are in-
creasing, and the importance of monitoring and analyzing
traffic is increasing. As a traffic analysis technology, a
method using flow information that is output by a net-
working equipment, such as NetFlow, sFlow, or Internet
protocol flow information export (IPFIX), is known (for
example, see Non Patent Literature 1). With the traffic
analysis technology using flow information as described
above, it is possible to analyze a traffic amount for each
piece of information, such as a transmission/reception
IP address, a protocol, or a port number.

Citation List

Patent Literature

[0003] Non Patent Literature 1: B. Claise, Cisco Sys-
tems NetFlow Services Export Version 9. RFC 3954, Oc-
tober 2004.

Summary

Technical Problem

[0004] However, the conventional traffic analysis tech-
nology using flow information has a problem in that when
a tunneling protocol is used in a network, it may be difficult
to analyze detailed information on a user packet in a tun-
nel.
[0005] For example, in analysis using NetFlow v9, a
tunneling protocol, such as a Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol
(L2TP) or a Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE), is not
assumed, and obtainable information is limited to those
related to a tunnel header. Therefore, in the analysis us-
ing NetFlow v9, in some cases, it is difficult to analyze
detailed information, such as a transmission/reception
IP address, a protocol, or a port number, on a user packet
in a tunnel.

Solution to Problem

[0006] To solve a problem and to achieve an object, A
flow information analysis apparatus includes: a receiving
unit configured to receive flow information that contains
a header sample that is a part of an IP packet to which
a tunnel header is added; a first analysis unit configured
to determine whether the header sample of the flow in-

formation matches any of templates that are based on
tunneling protocols, and when determining that the head-
er sample matches any of the templates, extract infor-
mation on a header of the IP packet from the header
sample on the basis of the matched template; and a sec-
ond analysis unit configured to, when the first analysis
unit determines that the header sample of the flow infor-
mation does not match any of the templates, search
through the header sample for a byte sequence that
matches search data in which a value that is set in a
specific field of the tunnel header and a value that is set
in a specific field of the IP packet are combined, and
extract information on the header of the IP packet from
the header sample on the basis of a result of the search.
[0007] To solve a problem and to achieve an object, a
flow information analysis method implemented by a flow
information analysis apparatus, the flow information
analysis method includes: a receiving step of receiving
flow information that contains a header sample that is a
part of an IP packet to which a tunnel header is added;
a first analysis step of determining whether the header
sample of the flow information matches any of templates
that are based on tunneling protocols, and when deter-
mining that the header sample matches any of the tem-
plates, extracting information on a header of the IP packet
from the header sample on the basis of the matched tem-
plate; and a second analysis step of, when it is deter-
mined that the header sample of the flow information
does not match any of the templates at the first analysis
step, searching through the header sample for a byte
sequence that matches search data in which a value that
is set in a specific field of the tunnel header and a value
that is set in a specific field of the IP packet are combined,
and extracting information on the header of the IP packet
from the header sample on the basis of a result of the
search

Advantageous Effects of Invention

[0008] According to the present invention, even when
a tunneling protocol is used in a network, it is possible to
analyze detailed information on a user packet in a tunnel.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0009]

FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating an example of a con-
figuration of an IP network according to a first em-
bodiment.
FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating an example of a con-
figuration of a flow information analysis apparatus
according to the first embodiment.
FIG. 3 is a diagram for explaining flow information
according to the first embodiment.
FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating an example of a tem-
plate according to the first embodiment.
FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating the flow of processes
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performed by the flow information analysis appara-
tus according to the first embodiment.
FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating an example of a com-
puter that realizes the flow information analysis ap-
paratus by executing a program.

Description of Embodiments

[0010] Embodiments of a flow information analysis ap-
paratus, a flow information analysis method, and a flow
information analysis program according to the present
invention will be described below based on the drawings.
The present invention is not limited by the embodiments
below.

[Configuration of First Embodiment]

[0011] First, a configuration of an IP network including
a flow information analysis apparatus according to a first
embodiment will be described with reference to FIG. 1.
FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating an example of the IP net-
work according to the first embodiment. As illustrated in
FIG. 1, an IP network 1 includes a flow information anal-
ysis apparatus 10, user terminals 20 and 21, an in-house
network device 30, and network devices 40, 50, and 60.
Each of the user terminals is, for example, a terminal with
a communication function, such as a personal computer
or a smartphone. Further, each of the network devices
is, for example, a router or the like.
[0012] As illustrated in FIG. 1, the user terminal 20 is
connected to the in-house network device 30. Further,
the user terminal 21 is connected to the network device
40. Furthermore, the in-house network device 30 is con-
nected to the user terminal 20 and the network device
40. Moreover, a tunnel 31 is installed between the in-
house network device 30 and the network device 40 by
using a tunneling protocol, such as PPPoE.
[0013] The network device 40 is connected to the user
terminal 21, the in-house network device 30, and the net-
work device 50. Further, a tunnel 41 is installed between
the network device 40 and the network device 60 by using
a tunneling protocol, such as L2TP and IPv4 over IPv6
(IP-IP). The network device 50 is connected to the net-
work device 40, the network device 60, and the flow in-
formation analysis apparatus 10.
[0014] In the following description, a tunnel packet in-
dicates a packet that is encapsulated based on a tun-
neling protocol. Further, a user packet indicates a packet
that is sent from the user terminal and that is not yet
encapsulated, or a packet that is obtained by decapsu-
lating a tunnel packet, i.e., by removing a tunnel header
from the tunnel packet. In particular, a user packet that
is encapsulated in a tunnel will be referred to as an in-
ternal user packet. Further, it is assumed that the user
packet is an IP packet. The IP packet includes an IPv4
packet, an IPv6 packet, and the like.
[0015] The user terminal 20 transmits an IP packet 70
that is a user packet. Then, the in-house network device

30 encapsulates the IP packet 70 sent from the user ter-
minal 20 by adding a tunnel header using a tunneling
protocol, such as PPPoE. Then, the in-house network
device 30 transmits a tunnel packet 71 that is the encap-
sulated IP packet 70 to the network device 40.
[0016] The network device 40 decapsulates the tunnel
packet 71 received from the in-house network device 30
by terminating the tunneling protocol, such as PPPoE.
The network device 40 encapsulates the decapsulated
IP packet 70 by adding a header to the packet using a
tunneling protocol, such as L2TP. Then, the network de-
vice 40 transmits a tunnel packet 72 that is the encapsu-
lated IP packet 70 to the network device 50.
[0017] The network device 50 transmits and receives
encapsulated packets between the network device 40
and the network device 60. Further, the network device
50 takes a sample of the transmitted and received tunnel
packet 72, and creates flow information 80, such as
sFlow, IPFIX, or Flexible NetFlow. Then, the network de-
vice 50 transmits the created flow information 80 to the
flow information analysis apparatus 10. The flow infor-
mation analysis apparatus 10 receives and analyzes the
flow information 80 that is transmitted by the network
device 50. A detailed configuration of the flow information
analysis apparatus 10 will be described later.
[0018] Further, the network device 50 transfers the tun-
nel packet 72 received from the network device 40 to the
network device 60. Then, the network device 60 decap-
sulates the tunnel packet 72 that has been encapsulated
using L2TP or the like.
[0019] The user terminal 21 transmits an IP packet 73
that is a user packet. Then, the network device 40 en-
capsulates the IP packet 73 received from the user ter-
minal 21 by adding a header to the packet using a tun-
neling protocol, such as L2TP. Then, the network device
40 transmits a tunnel packet 74 that is the encapsulated
IP packet 73 to the network device 50.
[0020] The network device 50 takes a sample of the
tunnel packet 74 and creates the flow information 80,
such as sFlow, IPFIX, or Flexible NetFlow, similarly to
the case of the tunnel packet 72. Then, the network de-
vice 50 transmits the created flow information 80 to the
flow information analysis apparatus 10.
[0021] Further, for example, the network device 50
transfers the tunnel packet 74 received from the network
device 40 to the network device 60. Then, the network
device 60 decapsulates the tunnel packet 74 that has
been encapsulated using L2TP or the like.
[0022] Meanwhile, in the IP network 1, a packet other
than the tunnel packet may be generated. Further, a tun-
nel is established between the network device 40 and
the network device 60 by a tunneling protocol that estab-
lishes an unencrypted tunnel and that encapsulates a
user packet by adding a header to the packet. Examples
of the tunneling protocol as described above include IP-
IP, L2TP, and GRE.
[0023] A configuration of the flow information analysis
apparatus 10 will be described below with reference to
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FIG. 2. FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating an example of the
flow information analysis apparatus according to the first
embodiment. As illustrated in FIG. 2, the flow information
analysis apparatus 10 includes a receiving unit 11, a first
analysis unit 12, a second analysis unit 13, a third anal-
ysis unit 14, a creation unit 15, a recording unit 16, an
aggregation unit 17, and a display unit 18.
[0024] The receiving unit 11 receives the flow informa-
tion 80 that contains a header sample that is a part of the
IP packet to which the tunnel header is added. Here, a
configuration of the flow information 80 in a case where
a tunneling protocol used by the network device 40 is
L2TP will be described with reference to FIG. 3. FIG. 3
is a diagram for explaining flow information according to
the first embodiment. As illustrated in FIG. 3, the flow
information 80 contains an Ether header, an IP header,
a UDP header, and a sFLow datagram.
[0025] As illustrated in FIG. 3, an sFLow datagram 80a
contains an sFlow header, a counter sample, a header
sample, and a flow sample. The counter sample is, for
example, the number of bytes or the number of packets
of sampled packets. Further, the header sample is, for
example, top 128 bytes of a sampled packet. Further-
more, the flow sample is, for example, extended infor-
mation, such as creation source AS information or a URL,
on a sampled packet.
[0026] Moreover, as illustrated in FIG. 3, a header sam-
ple 80b contains an Ether header, an IP header, a UDP
header, an L2TP header, a PPP header, and a payload
of a tunnel packet. Here, when the header sample 80b
corresponds to top 128 bytes of a sampled packet, and
if the length of the sampled packet is longer than 128
bytes, the header sample 80b constitutes a part of the
sampled packet. Furthermore, as illustrated in FIG. 3, a
payload 80c of the tunnel packet contains an IP header,
a TCP header, and a part of a payload of an internal user
packet.
[0027] In this manner, the flow information 80 contains
information on the header of the user packet. Therefore,
if it is possible to identify the position of the header of the
user packet in the flow information 80 and extract the
header, it is possible to perform analysis by applying a
known IP packet analysis method.

(Analysis using template)

[0028] The first analysis unit 12 identifies a user packet
in the flow information 80, i.e., a position of a header of
an IP packet, by using a template. The first analysis unit
12 determines whether the header sample 80b of the
flow information 80 matches any of templates that are
based on tunneling protocols, and when determining that
the header sample matches any of the templates, ex-
tracts information on a header of the IP packet from the
header sample 80b on the basis of the matched template.
[0029] First, the first analysis unit 12 extracts a counter
sample and a flow sample of the flow information 80, and
records them in the recording unit 16. The recording unit

16 is, for example, a storage device, such as a hard disk
or a semiconductor memory element.
[0030] The first analysis unit 12 confirms whether a
template of a tunneling protocol that is prepared in ad-
vance is applicable to the header sample 80b of the flow
information 80. Here, FIG. 4 illustrates an example of a
template in a case where the tunneling protocol is IP-IP.
FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating an example of the template
according to the first embodiment.
[0031] The template in FIG. 4 represents a position of
each of fields in the top 128 bytes of the tunnel packet,
with a table of 64 bits (8 bytes) in the horizontal direction
and 16 lines in the vertical direction. For example, in FIG.
4, a value of a field of "destination MAC address" is set
in a region corresponding to top 6 bytes (scales 0 to 47
on the first line) of the tunnel packet. Further, for example,
in FIG. 4, a value of a field of "transmission source IPv4
address" is set in a 4-byte region corresponding to the
67th byte to the 70th byte (scales 16 to 47 on the ninth
line) of the tunnel packet.
[0032] Furthermore, if the tunneling protocol is IP-IP,
the user packet is an IPv4 packet. In this case, as illus-
trated in FIG. 4, the template contains an Ether header
101, an IPv6 header 102, an IPv4 header 103, a TCP
header 104, and a payload 105. The first analysis unit
12 identifies, for example, a position of the Ipv4 header
103.
[0033] Moreover, a value is set in a specific field of the
template. For example, as illustrated in FIG. 4, a value
of "0x86dd" that indicates IPv6 is set in Type (from the
13th byte to the 14th byte and scales 32 to 47 on the
second line) of the Ether header 101 of the template.
Furthermore, a value of "0x04" that indicates IP-IP is set
in Next header (the 21st byte and scales 32 to 39 on the
third line) of the IPv6 header 102 of the template. More-
over, a value of "0100" that indicates IPv4 is set in Version
(a first half of the 55th byte and scales 48 to 51 on the
seventh line) of the IPv4 header 103 of the template. In
the following description, values without "0x" represent
binary numbers unless otherwise specified.
[0034] In this case, when the 13th byte to the 14th byte
of the header sample are "0x86dd", when the 21st byte
is "0x04", and when the first half of the 55th byte is "0100",
the first analysis unit 12 determines that the header sam-
ple matches the template.
[0035] When the header sample matches the tem-
plate, a position of each of the fields of the header sample
is identified by using the template, information on the
tunnel header, such as a transmission/reception IPv6 ad-
dress of the IPv6 header, or information on the header
of the internal user packet, such as a transmission/re-
ception IPv4 address of an IPv4 packet, a protocol, a
TCP, or a UDP port number is extracted, and the extract-
ed information is transmitted to the recording unit 16.
[0036] Further, when the header sample does not
match the template in FIG. 4, the first analysis unit 12
performs the same determination on a template that cor-
responds to a tunneling protocol, such as L2TP, GRE,
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or PPPoE, other than IP-IP. Furthermore, when the head-
er sample does not match any of the templates that are
prepared in advance, the first analysis unit 12 transmits
the header sample to the second analysis unit 13.

(Analysis corresponding to variable-length option)

[0037] The second analysis unit 13 analyzes the head-
er sample that is transmitted by the first analysis unit 12.
Here, the first analysis unit 12 may have added Option
(variable-length option) to the tunnel header of the head-
er sample that has not matched any of the templates.
The second analysis unit 13 performs analysis based on
the assumption that Option is added to the tunnel header.
[0038] When Option is added to the tunnel header of
the tunnel packet, a tunnel header length may be
changed due to omission of Header length in the header,
as compared to a case in which Option is not added, and,
in some cases, the tunnel header length may not be clear-
ly specified.
[0039] When the first analysis unit 12 determines that
the header sample of the flow information does not match
any of the templates, the second analysis unit 13 search-
es through the header sample for a byte sequence that
matches search data in which a value that is set in a
specific field of the tunnel header and a value that is set
in a specific field of the IP packet are combined, and
extracts information on the header of the IP packet from
the header sample on the basis of a result of the search.
[0040] Here, when the tunneling protocol is L2TP, as
illustrated in FIG. 3, a tunnel packet includes an Ether
header, an IP header, a UDP header, an L2TP header,
a PPP header, and a payload. Further, the payload con-
tains a user communication packet, i.e., information on
the header of an IP packet. In this case, even when the
tunnel header length is a variable length and the tunnel
header length is not indicated, it is possible to extract the
IP packet from the payload as long as the top position of
the IP packet is identified.
[0041] Therefore, the second analysis unit 13 creates
search data by combining a value that is set in a Protocol
filed in the PPP header and a value that is set in a Version
field in the IP packet, and searches through the header
sample for a byte sequence that matches the search da-
ta.
[0042] Here, in the Protocol field in the PPP header,
"0x0021" is set in the case where the internal user packet
is IPv4 and "0x0057" is set in the case of IPv6. Further,
in the Version field in the IP header, "0100" is set in the
case of IPv4 and "0110" is set in the case of IPv6.
[0043] When the trailing field of the tunnel header, i.e.,
the Protocol field of the PPP header, and the leading field
of the IP packet, i.e., the Version field of the IP header,
are continuous, a byte sequence of "00 21 4x" (hexadec-
imal representation and x is an integer from 0 to 9 or a
value of a to f) may appear in the header sample in the
case where the internal user packet is IPv4, and a byte
sequence of "00 57 6x" (hexadecimal representation and

x is an integer from 0 to 9 or a value of a to f) may appear
in the header sample in the case of IPv6.
[0044] Therefore, the second analysis unit 13 search-
es through the header sample by using "00 21 4x" or "00
57 6x" as search data. Then, if a byte sequence that
matches the search data is found, the second analysis
unit 13 extracts information on the header of the internal
user packet by assuming that a portion from "4x" is an
IPv4 packet and a portion from "6x" is an IPv6 packet,
and transmits the information to the recording unit 16.
[0045] Similarly, in the case where the tunneling pro-
tocol is PPPoE, the second analysis unit 13 searches
through the header sample for search data that is created
by combining a value of the Protocol field in the PPP
header and a value of the Version field in the IP header
that follows the Protocol field, and extracts information
on the header of the internal user packet.
[0046] When the tunneling protocol is GRE, the second
analysis unit 13 searches through the header sample for
search data that is created by combining a value of a
Protocol type field in a GRE header and a value of a
Version field in the IP header that follows the Protocol
type field in order to analyze the internal user packet, and
extracts information on the header of the internal user
packet.
[0047] Here, "0x0800" is set in the Protocol type field
in the GRE header in the case where the internal user
packet is IPv4, and "0x86dd" is set in the case of IPv6.
Further, "0100" is set in the Version field in the IP header
in the case of IPv4, and "0110" is set in the case of IPv6.
[0048] When the trailing field of the tunnel header, i.e.,
the Protocol type field of the GRE header, and the leading
field of the IP packet, i.e., the Version field of the IP head-
er, are continuous, a byte sequence of "08 00 4x" (hex-
adecimal representation and x is an integer from 0 to 9
or a value of a to f) may appear in the header sample in
the case where the internal user packet is IPv4, and a
byte sequence of "86 dd 6x" (hexadecimal representation
and x is an integer from 0 to 9 or a value of a to f) may
appear in the case of IPv6.
[0049] Therefore, the second analysis unit 13 search-
es through the header sample by using "08 00 4x" or "86
dd 6x" as search data. Then, if a byte sequence that
matches the search data is found, the second analysis
unit 13 extracts information on the header of the internal
user packet by assuming that a portion from "4x" is an
IPv4 packet and a portion from "6x" is an IPv6 packet,
and transmits the information to the recording unit 16.
[0050] In this manner, by first assuming a tunneling
protocol in advance and then preparing a byte sequence
for specifying a protocol internal user packet and per-
forming search, the second analysis unit 13 is able to
identify an internal user packet and extract information
on the header.
[0051] Further, when a byte sequence that matches
the search data is obtained as a result of a search per-
formed by the second analysis unit 13, the creation unit
15 creates a template based on a position of the byte
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sequence in the header sample. In this case, the second
analysis unit 13 transmits, as format information, a field
position of the tunneling protocol, positional information
on the internal user packet, and a byte sequence as new
template information to the creation unit 15, for example.
Then, the creation unit 15 creates a new template based
on the information transmitted by the second analysis
unit 13, and makes setting such that the template can be
used by the first analysis unit 12. Then, the first analysis
unit 12 performs determination using the template that
is created by the creation unit 15. With this configuration,
the first analysis unit 12 is able to analyze the tunnel
packet including the internal user packet. Further, the
second analysis unit 13 transmits a header sample, for
which a byte sequence that matches the search data is
not found, to the third analysis unit 14.

(Analysis corresponding to arbitrary tunneling protocol)

[0052] The third analysis unit 14 analyzes the header
sample transmitted by the second analysis unit 13. Here,
the second analysis unit 13 may use a tunneling protocol
for which search data is not prepared or may multiply add
tunnel headers, with respect to a tunnel packet of a head-
er sample for which a byte sequence that matches the
search data is not found.
[0053] Therefore, when a byte sequence that matches
the search data is not obtained as a result of the search
performed by the second analysis unit 13, the third anal-
ysis unit 14 searches through the header sample for a
byte sequence that matches search data that is a com-
bination of values that are set in specific fields of the IP
packet, and extracts information on a header of the IP
packet from the header sample on the basis of a result
of the search.
[0054] For example, when the internal user packet is
IPv4 and a header length is 20 bytes, "0100" is set in the
Version field of the Ipv4 header and "0101" is set in the
Header length field that follows the Version field. There-
fore, the top 1 byte of the IP header is "0x45".
[0055] Further, an IPv4 Flags and Fragment Offset
field are present 6 bytes after the top of the Ipv4 header,
and "0x0000" is set in the same fields when fragment is
not performed and "0x4000" is set when fragment is in-
hibited.
[0056] With this configuration, the third analysis unit
14 searches through the header sample by using "45 xx
xx xx xx xx 00 00" or "45 xx xx xx xx xx 40 00" (each of
which is hexadecimal representation and x is an integer
from 0 to 9 or a value of a to f) as search data. Then, if
a byte sequence that matches the search data is found,
the third analysis unit 14 transmits 20 bytes from "45" as
an IPv4 header to the recording unit 16.
[0057] Here, in an IP packet that is not encapsulated,
a value of the Version field of the IP header is stored at
a position at 15 bytes from the top of the Ether frame.
Therefore, when performing search by the above-de-
scribed method with respect to an IP packet that is not

encapsulated or a packet in which an IPv4 header is
present in the tunnel header, the third analysis unit 14
extracts a position at 15 bytes from the top of the Ether
frame as an IPv4 header of the internal user packet.
Therefore, when the third analysis unit 14 uses a portion
located after 16 bytes from the top of the Ether frame as
a search target and when a plurality of byte sequences
are obtained as search results, the third analysis unit 14
uses a trailing byte sequence among the byte sequences
as a start position of the internal user packet, to thereby
be able to search for a user packet in the tunnel with
accuracy.
[0058] Furthermore, similarly to the case of the second
analysis unit 13, the creation unit 15 creates a template
based on a result of search performed by the third anal-
ysis unit 14 such that the template can be used by the
first analysis unit 12. Then, the first analysis unit 12 per-
forms determination using the template created by the
creation unit 15.
[0059] Meanwhile, in some cases, the value of the
Header length field may be "0110", i.e., the header length
is 24 bytes (a routing protocol packet or the like), depend-
ing on a type of a packet. In this case, the third analysis
unit 14 searches through the header sample by using "46
xx xx xx xx xx 00 00" or "46 xx xx xx xx xx 40 00" (each
of which is hexadecimal representation and x is an integer
from 0 to 9 or a value of a to f) as search data. At this
time, the third analysis unit 14 may use a portion located
after 16 bytes from the top of the Ether frame as a search
target. Then, if a byte sequence that matches the search
data is found, the third analysis unit 14 transmits 24 bytes
that are located after "46" as an IPv4 header to the re-
cording unit 16.
[0060] Further, in the case of the IPv6 packet, "0110"
is set in the Version field of the IPv6 header, an 8-bit
region following the Version field is a Traffic class field,
and subsequent 20 bits correspond to a Flow label field.
In this case, the third analysis unit 14 performs search
on a portion located after 16 bytes from the top of the
Ether frame, by assuming that all of the values set in the
Traffic class field and the Flow label field are zero and
by using "60 00 00 00" (hexadecimal representation) as
search data with respect to the header sample.
[0061] Then, if a byte sequence that matches the
search data is found, the third analysis unit 14 transmits
a portion after "60" as an IPv6 header to the recording
unit 16. Similarly to the case of the IPv4, when a plurality
of byte sequences are obtained as search results, the
third analysis unit 14 is able to use a trailing byte se-
quence as a start position of the internal user packet.
[0062] Further, when a plurality of values are set in the
Traffic class field or the Flow label field, it may be possible
to examine the packet in advance and set a search con-
dition by using values used in the packet.
[0063] Furthermore, the aggregation unit 17 aggre-
gates pieces of information recorded in the recording unit
16. The aggregation unit 17 may aggregate the number
of packets in which a predetermined destination address
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is set, on the basis of information on the header of the
internal user packet, for example. Moreover, the display
unit 18 displays an analysis result on a predetermined
terminal or the like. The display unit 18 may display the
information on the header of the internal packet recorded
in the recording unit 16 without any change, or may dis-
play an aggregation result obtained by the aggregation
unit 17 by using a table or a graph.

[Processes according to First Embodiment]

[0064] The flow of processes performed by the flow
information analysis apparatus 10 will be described with
reference to FIG. 5. FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating the
flow of processes performed by the flow information anal-
ysis apparatus according to the first embodiment. As il-
lustrated in FIG. 5, first, the receiving unit 11 of the flow
information analysis apparatus 10 receives flow informa-
tion from the network device 50 of the IP network 1 (Step
S101).
[0065] Subsequently, the first analysis unit 12 applies
templates, which are prepared in advance, to a header
sample that is included in the received flow information
(Step S102), and determines whether the header sample
matches the templates (Step S103). Here, if the header
sample matches any of the templates (Yes at Step S103),
the first analysis unit 12 extracts user packet information
from the header sample, and records the user packet
information in the recording unit 16 (Step S104). Then,
the flow information analysis apparatus 10 terminates
the processes.
[0066] If the header sample does not match any of the
templates (NO at Step S103), the second analysis unit
13 performs search corresponding to a variable length
option, by using search data in which a value that is set
in a specific field of the tunnel header and a value that is
set in a specific field of the IP packet are combined (Step
S105). For example, the second analysis unit 13 per-
forms search using search data in which the Protocol
field of the PPP header and the Version field of the IP
header are combined.
[0067] If a search hit is obtained by the second analysis
unit 13 (YES at Step S106), the creation unit 15 creates
a new template based on the position of the hit byte se-
quence in the header sample (Step S107). The template
created by the creation unit 15 is used by the first analysis
unit 12. Further, the second analysis unit 13 extracts in-
formation on the header of the user packet from the head-
er sample, and records the information in the recording
unit 16 (Step S104). Then, the flow information analysis
apparatus 10 terminates the processes.
[0068] If a search hit is not obtained by the second
analysis unit 13 (NO at Step S106), the third analysis unit
14 performs search corresponding to arbitrary tunneling
by using search data that is a combination of values set
in specific fields of the IP packet (Step S108). For exam-
ple, the third analysis unit 14 performs search using
search data in which the Version field, the Traffic class

field, and the Flow label field of the IP header are com-
bined.
[0069] If a search hit is obtained by the third analysis
unit 14 (YES at Step S109), the creation unit 15 creates
a new template based on the position of the hit byte se-
quence in the header sample (Step S107). The template
created by the creation unit 15 is used by the first analysis
unit 12. Further, the third analysis unit 14 extracts infor-
mation on the header of the user packet from the header
sample, and records the information in the recording unit
16 (Step S104). If a search hit is not obtained by the third
analysis unit 14 (Step S109, No), the flow information
analysis apparatus 10 terminates the processes.

[Effects of First Embodiment]

[0070] The receiving unit 11 receives flow information
that contains a header sample that is a part of an IP pack-
et to which a tunnel header is added. Further, the first
analysis unit 12 determines whether the header sample
of the flow information matches any of templates that are
based on tunneling protocols, and when determining that
the header sample matches any of the templates, ex-
tracts information on the header of the IP packet from
the header sample on the basis of the matched template.
[0071] Furthermore, when the first analysis unit 12 de-
termines that the header sample of the flow information
does not match any of the templates, the second analysis
unit 13 searches through the header sample for a byte
sequence that matches search data in which a value that
is set in a specific field of the tunnel header and a value
that is set in a specific field of the IP packet are combined,
and extracts information on the header of the IP packet
from the header sample on the basis of a result of the
search.
[0072] With this configuration, even when a tunneling
protocol is used, it is possible to extract information on
the header of the IP packet in the tunnel and it is possible
to analyze detailed information on the user packet in the
tunnel.
[0073] When a byte sequence that matches the search
data is obtained as a result of a search performed by the
second analysis unit 13, the creation unit 15 creates a
template based on the position of the byte sequence in
the header sample. In this case, the first analysis unit 12
may perform determination using the template created
by the creation unit 15.
[0074] With this configuration, even when the tunnel
packet does not match the template because a variable
length option is added to the tunnel header for example,
it is possible to extract information on the header of the
IP packet in the tunnel.
[0075] If a byte sequence that matches the search data
is not obtained as a result of the search performed by
the the second analysis unit 13, the third analysis unit 14
searches through the header sample for a byte sequence
that matches search data that is a combination of values
that are set in specific fields of the IP packet, and extracts
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information on the header of the IP packet from the head-
er sample on the basis of a result of the search.
[0076] With this configuration, even when a tunneling
protocol for which search data is not prepared is used or
when tunnel headers are multiply added, it is possible to
extract information on the header of the IP packet in the
tunnel.
[0077] Further, the second analysis unit 13 may search
through the header sample for a byte sequence that
matches search data in which a value that is set in the
trailing field of the tunnel header and a value that is set
in the leading field of the IP packet are combined.
[0078] With this configuration, it is possible to more
reliably identify a boundary portion between the tunnel
header and the IP packet, so that it is possible to extract
information on the header of the IP packet in the tunnel
with accuracy.

[System Configuration etc.]

[0079] The components of the apparatuses illustrated
in the drawings are conceptual function, and need not be
physically configured in the manner illustrated in the
drawings. In other words, specific forms of distribution
and integration of the apparatuses are not limited to those
illustrated in the drawings, and all or a part of the appa-
ratuses may be functionally or physically distributed or
integrated in arbitrary units depending on various loads
or use conditions Further, all or an arbitrary part of the
processing functions implemented by the apparatuses
may be realized by a CPU and a program analyzed and
executed by the CPU, or may be realized by hardware
using wired logic.
[0080] In addition, of the processes described in the
embodiments, all or a part of a process described as
being performed automatically may also be performed
manually. Alternatively, all or a part of a process de-
scribed as being performed manually may also be per-
formed automatically by known methods. Further, the
processing procedures, control procedures, specific
names, and information including various kinds of data
and parameters illustrated in the above-described doc-
ument and drawings may be arbitrarily changed unless
otherwise specified.

[Program]

[0081] As one example, the flow information analysis
apparatus 10 is implemented by installing a flow infor-
mation analysis program that performs the above-de-
scribed flow information analysis as package software or
online software in a desired computer. For example, it
may be possible to cause an information processing ap-
paratus to function as the flow information analysis ap-
paratus 10 by causing the information processing appa-
ratus to execute the flow information analysis program.
The information processing apparatus described herein
includes a desktop personal computer or a notebook per-

sonal computer. In addition, the information processing
apparatus includes a mobile communication terminal,
such as a smartphone, a mobile phone, or a personal
handyphone system (PHS), or a slate terminal, such as
a personal digital assistant (PDA).
[0082] Furthermore, the flow information analysis ap-
paratus 10 may be implemented as a flow information
analysis server apparatus that adopts terminal devices
used by users as clients and that provides services re-
lated to the above-described flow information analysis to
the clients. For example, the flow information analysis
server apparatus may be implemented as a server ap-
paratus that adopts contents of user’s input to a first
source code as input and that outputs a second source
code. In this case, the flow information analysis server
apparatus may be implemented as a Web server, or a
cloud that provides a service related to the above-de-
scribed flow information analysis by outsourcing.
[0083] FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating an example of a
computer that realizes the flow information analysis ap-
paratus by executing a program. A computer 1000 in-
cludes, for example, a memory 1010 and a CPU 1020.
Further, the computer 1000 includes a hard disk drive
interface 1030, a disk drive interface 1040, a serial port
interface 1050, a video adaptor 1060, and a network in-
terface 1070. All of the above-described units are con-
nected to one another via a bus 1080.
[0084] The memory 1010 includes a read only memory
(ROM) 1011 and a RAM 1012. The ROM 1011 stores
therein, for example, a boot program, such as a basic
input output system (BIOS). The hard disk drive interface
1030 is connected to a hard disk drive 1090. The disk
drive interface 1040 is connected to a disk drive 1100.
For example, a removable storage medium, such as a
magnetic disk or an optical disk, is inserted into the disk
drive 1100. The serial port interface 1050 is connected
to, for example, a mouse 1110 and a keyboard 1120.
The video adaptor 1060 is connected to, for example, a
display 1130.
[0085] The hard disk drive 1090 stores therein, for ex-
ample, an OS 1091, an application program 1092, a pro-
gram module 1093, and program data 1094. In other
words, the program that defines each of the processes
performed by the flow information analysis apparatus 10
is implemented as the program module 1093 in which
codes that are executable by the computer are written.
The program module 1093 is stored in, for example, the
hard disk drive 1090. For example, the program module
1093 for implementing the same processes as the func-
tional configuration of the flow information analysis ap-
paratus 10 are stored in the hard disk drive 1090. The
hard disk drive 1090 may be replaced with a solid state
drive (SSD).
[0086] Further, setting data used in the processes of
the embodiment as described above is stored, as the
program data 1094, in the memory 1010 or the hard disk
drive 1090, for example. Then, the CPU 1020 loads the
program module 1093 and the program data 1094 stored
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in the memory 1010 or the hard disk drive 1090 onto the
RAM 1012, and executes them if needed.
[0087] The program module 1093 and the program da-
ta 1094 need not always be stored in the hard disk drive
1090, but may be stored in, for example, a removable
storage medium and may be read by the CPU 1020 via
the disk drive 1100 or the like. Alternatively, the program
module 1093 and the program data 1094 may be stored
in a different computer that is connected via a network
(LAN, wide area network (WAN), or the like). Then, the
program module 1093 and the program data 1094 may
be read by the CPU 1020 from the different computer via
the network interface 1070.

Reference Signs List

[0088]

1 IP NETWORK
10 FLOW INFORMATION ANALYSIS APPA-

RATUS
11 RECEIVING UNIT
12 FIRST ANALYSIS UNIT
13 SECOND ANALYSIS UNIT
14 THIRD ANALYSIS UNIT
15 CREATION UNIT
16 RECORDING UNIT
17 AGGREGATION UNIT
18 DISPLAY UNIT
20, 21 USER TERMINAL
30 IN-HOUSE NETWORK DEVICE
40, 50, 60 NETWORK DEVICE
31, 41 TUNNEL
70, 73 IP PACKET
71, 72, 74 TUNNEL PACKET
80 FLOW INFORMATION
80a sFLow DATAGRAM
80b HEADER SAMPLE
80c PAYLOAD
101 Ether HEADER
102 IPv6 HEADER
103 Ipv4 HEADER
104 TCP HEADER
105 PAYLOAD

Claims

1. A flow information analysis apparatus comprising:

a receiving unit configured to receive flow infor-
mation that contains a header sample that is a
part of an IP packet to which a tunnel header is
added;
a first analysis unit configured to determine
whether the header sample of the flow informa-
tion matches any of templates that are based on
tunneling protocols, and when determining that

the header sample matches any of the tem-
plates, extract information on a header of the IP
packet from the header sample on the basis of
the matched template; and
a second analysis unit configured to, when the
first analysis unit determines that the header
sample of the flow information does not match
any of the templates, search through the header
sample for a byte sequence that matches search
data in which a value that is set in a specific field
of the tunnel header and a value that is set in a
specific field of the IP packet are combined, and
extract information on the header of the IP pack-
et from the header sample on the basis of a result
of the search.

2. The flow information analysis apparatus according
to claim 1, further comprising:

a creation unit configured to, when a byte se-
quence that matches the search data is obtained
as a result of a search performed by the second
analysis unit, create a template based on a po-
sition of the byte sequence in the header sam-
ple, wherein
the first analysis unit performs determination us-
ing the template created by the creation unit.

3. The flow information analysis apparatus according
to claim 1 or 2, further comprising:
a third analysis unit configured to, when a byte se-
quence that matches the search data is not obtained
as a result of the search performed by the second
analysis unit, search through the header sample for
a byte sequence that matches search data that is a
combination of values that are set in specific fields
of the IP packet, and extract information on a header
of the IP packet from the header sample on the basis
of a result of the search.

4. The flow information analysis apparatus according
to any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein the second anal-
ysis unit searches through the header sample for a
byte sequence that matches search data in which a
value that is set in a trailing field of the tunnel header
and a value that is set in a leading field of the IP
packet are combined.

5. A flow information analysis method implemented by
a flow information analysis apparatus, the flow infor-
mation analysis method comprising:

a receiving step of receiving flow information that
contains a header sample that is a part of an IP
packet to which a tunnel header is added;
a first analysis step of determining whether the
header sample of the flow information matches
any of templates that are based on tunneling
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protocols, and when determining that the header
sample matches any of the templates, extracting
information on a header of the IP packet from
the header sample on the basis of the matched
template; and
a second analysis step of, when it is determined
that the header sample of the flow information
does not match any of the templates at the first
analysis step, searching through the header
sample for a byte sequence that matches search
data in which a value that is set in a specific field
of the tunnel header and a value that is set in a
specific field of the IP packet are combined, and
extracting information on the header of the IP
packet from the header sample on the basis of
a result of the search.

6. A flow information analysis program for causing a
computer to function as the flow information analysis
apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 4.
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